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intimated, or otherwise involved” (204). Stark criticizes this reformu-
lation of  language from a “spiritually minded” (206) philosophical 
position that seeks to restore something of  the charmed Renaissance 
worldview in order to affirm the possibility of  spiritual rhetoric. He 
voices regret that

the truth of  prayer and the truth of  demonry … fall by the 
wayside in the world of  deism, the theological crescendo of  
the Enlightenment trajectory, which presupposes a mate-
rial world, and which has as its most insidious rhetorical 
consequence the trapping of  the human voice in a realm of  
dusty bric-a-brac, spokes and gears, linguistic rubble. (207)

Scholars sympathetic to materialism, skepticism, and deism will likely 
take issue with Stark’s critique of  Enlightenment values. Yet, his criti-
cal perspective facilitates the book’s key insights into the nature of  
the plain philosophy and contributes to the liveliness of  his prose. 
By marking this moment in the history of  rhetoric, Stark hopes to 
prompt the reemergence of  an enchanted sense of  language “in new 
and timely configurations” (206). This is a welcome intervention, 
whether or not we find his particular agenda persuasive. Stark’s recon-
sideration of  the shape of  the rhetorical tradition in the seventeenth 
century draws attention to neglected bodies of  literature and inspires 
productive questions about metaphysical rhetoric. In particular, his 
suggestive readings of  Macbeth, The Temple, and Paradise Lost point up 
the inadequacy of  modern theories of  language to comprehend the 
signifying structures of  the Renaissance. If  the modern landscape is 
indeed dominated by linguistic rubble, then Rhetoric, Science, and Magic 
in Seventeenth-Century England, at the very least, encourages us to take 
a second look at the enchanted artifacts that remain.

Scott L. Newstok. Quoting Death in Early Modern England: The Poetics of  
Epitaphs Beyond the Tomb. New York: Palgrave, 2009. Xiv + 228 pp. + 
13 illus. $80.00.  Review by greg bentley, mississippi state university.

Individual and cultural responses to death were varied and numer-
ous in early modern England, and the commentaries on death since 
then have been equally varied and numerous. So much so that the 
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topic itself  seems almost dead. However, Scott L. Newstok’s recent 
book breathes new life into the subject of  death. In addition, who 
could have imagined that such a small container as the epitaph could 
hold so much? Clearly, Newstok did, and he reveals as much in his 
scholarly, yet immanently readable and often entertaining, study of  
this brief, but paradoxically expansive, literary genre. It is an admirably 
researched and thoroughly documented study. His list of  References 
includes some 290 primary works and 357 secondary sources.

In the opening sentence of  his introduction entitled “Introduction: 
Re-citing ‘Epitaph’ and ‘Genre’ in Early Modern England,” Newstok 
forthrightly declares the topic and scope of  his study: “Here is what 
this book is all about” (1). Three brief  paragraphs later, he clearly 
and directly states the book’s thesis: “The word ‘here’ serves as the 
common, even the principal declaration of  an epitaph. This study holds 
that by attending to this epitaphic ‘here’ in the English Renaissance, 
by here-ing it back into the presence for which it yearns, one can 
discern some crucial patterns, related not only to the reformation of  
mortality, but also to the emergence of  a novel, even ‘reformed’ sense 
of  textualized memory” (1).

To reveal these patterns, Newstok employs a methodology ap-
propriate to his subject. Passing on the obvious container/contained 
metaphor and deliberately rejecting the more contemporary conceit 
of  “weaving,” Newstok adopts the strategies of  early modern anti-
quaries. As he says, 

This study proceeds in much the same manner that these 
antiquaries did: assembling pebbles of  texts, as it were, into 
an elaborate mosaic. Such an agglomerative procedure still 
has its virtues since it permits different perspectives on the 
mosaic; indeed, it even encourages that different mosaics be 
envisioned. Although this metaphorical mosaic inevitably 
reveals my own lapidary bias, it captures more accurately 
an early modern inclination (and mine as well) than a more 
recent conceit for scholarly argument—that of  weaving (it-
self  reinforced by the increasing prevalence of  web-based 
research). Weaving implies threads; a mosaic implies more 
(apparently) autonomous pieces that, when gathered, create 
less of  a whole cloth than aggregate image. (3-4)
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In addition to methodology, Newstok uses the idea of  a mosaic as a 
structural and stylistic strategy as well. Each chapter is broken into 
numerous small sections, and to each section he affixes an appropri-
ate epitaphic inscription. For example, he divides chapter one, “‘Here 
lies’: Pointing to the ‘Graue Forme’,” a total of  24 pages, into 16 
subsections, beginning with Locus mortis and ending with Epi-topos. 
As he assembles each piece, this part of  the mosaic becomes clearer 
and clearer until we see how “[w]hat invigorates the epitaph is that it 
partakes in a mutual interplay between discourses more traditionally 
historical (a materially-bound response to death) and discourses more 
traditionally literary (a textually-based response to death). Locating the 
epitaph in this manner marks ground where the literal (the body right 
‘here’) and the figurative (‘here’ involving representation) overlap” 
(45). Stylistically, the accumulation of  such lapidary gems renders 
Newstok’s total mosaic clearly and vividly. 

Newstok’s focus is at once historical and generic. His historical 
perspective is two-fold: theological and political. For example, he 
suggests how epitaphic production signals significant changes in 
theological practices and attitudes. First, the increase in the production 
of  epitaphs during the sixteenth century stems from the often violent 
“convulsions of  the theological environment in Tudor England and 
the more general trends towards public piety in post-Reformation 
culture” (17). Second, the dissolution of  such institutional practices 
as annual masses and prayers for the dead “encouraged an individu-
alistic turn” (19), and, third, “[t]he Protestant (increasingly secular) 
epitaph came to ‘reoccupy’ the space left by the disappearance of  
Purgatory” (24).

In terms of  political history, chapter two “‘Turn thy Tombe into 
a Throne’: Elizabeth I’s Death Rehearsal,” addresses the complex 
motives behind and the varied responses to Elizabeth’s presentation 
of  her own funeral inscription at her first public speech. Newstok’s 
purpose here is quite focused. As he says, he aims to articulate exactly 
how “her epitaph functioned, steering a middle course between the 
celebration of  it by some critics and the denigration of  it by others” 
(68). Newstok’s analysis of  this unusual political act leads him, as he 
says, to make his “most extravagant claim” regarding it: “that Eliza-
beth imagining her own tombstone was is in some sense a precursor 
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to the aggressively satirical publications of  the 1640s, which saw the 
rise of  epitaphs for composite fictional characters” (80).

This bold assertion marks Newstok’s transition from a historical 
to a generic perspective, and in the succeeding three chapters, he as-
sembles the stones of  his mosaic to reveal the epitaph’s place with 
regard to the hierarchical valuation between poetics and rhetoric, to 
the importance of  epitaphs cited in dramatic works, and to the generic 
relationship between the epitaph and the elegy. These, for me, are the 
most striking and compacted chapters in the book. Chapter four, for 
instance, “‘Killing rhetoric’: The Poetics of  movere,” focuses on “those 
elements that poetics derived from rhetoric that might incline a writer 
to invoke epitaphs as special examples of  poetic expression” (117). 
In this chapter, Newstok imaginatively assembles three elements in 
particular: the rhetorical/poetic concept of  “moving” along side of  
Renaissance representations of  Amphion and Orpheus as agents of  
movere, in conjunction with the epitaph’s emphasis on this process. 
By clearly arranging and polishing his pieces, Newstok illustrates how 
“[f]or the early modern defenders of  poetry, it was ‘moving’ that 
reached from one domain to the other, with the epitaph consolidating 
the attempt at ‘killing rhetoric’” (134). In chapter five, “‘An theater 
of  mortality’: In Sincerity, Onstage,” Newstok discusses the place 
and function of  epitaphs in theatrical productions with regard to 
the period’s notions of  sincere and insincere discourse. As he says, 
“[g]iven that epitaphs and plays are perceived to occupy contrasting 
positions with respect to the contemporary discourse surrounding 
sincerity, it is notable how often epitaphs are invoked in the dramas of  
the period: the preeminently ‘sincere’ genre within the preeminently 
‘insincere’ genre” (149). Newstok focuses specifically on Thomas 
Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, Cyril Tourneur’s The Atheist’s Tragedy, and 
several of  Shakespeare’s plays.

In the last chapter entitled “‘Lapping-up of  Matter’: Epitaphic 
Closure in Elegies,” Newstok draws together all his individual pieces 
to clearly and vividly render his complete mosaic. As he says, “it has 
been the contention throughout this study that what remains most 
intriguing about the early modern epitaph … is its re-citation. What 
is of  interest is an examination of  the epitaph not as a generic tradi-
tion unto itself  but rather as a citational move within a whole range 
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of  English Renaissance contexts.… [T]he placement of  these epitaphs 
matters and is almost invariably significant” (169).

In sum, to echo the voice of  epitaph, “Here lies” a grave text, for 
it intelligently and imaginatively retextualizes the early modern period’s 
memorialization of  death. Pause a while, gentle reader, and examine it.

Richard Dutton. Ben Jonson, Volpone, and the Gunpowder Plot. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008. xiii + 179 pp. 19 illus. Review by 
robert c. evans, auburn university montgomery.

Richard Dutton’s new book on Ben Jonson’s Volpone instantly 
becomes one of  the very first volumes that any serious student of  the 
play must immediately consult. Dutton’s long and extraordinarily pro-
ductive career as a scholar of  Jonson (and indeed of  much else) makes 
this much-anticipated book especially important, particularly since he 
is writing about one of  the most significant non-Shakespearean plays 
of  the period. As Dutton himself  notes early in the volume, Volpone 
“has, to the best of  my knowledge, been included in every anthology 
of  English Renaissance drama ever compiled” (1). Effective both on 
the page and on the stage, the play deserves the kind of  close, probing 
attention Dutton gives it in this book, which is the product of  many 
years of  thought and research.

Dutton’s basic argument is that Jonson’s play reflects directly (if  
obliquely) on the events of  the 1605 Gunpowder Plot, and that in 
particular the playwright seems to have taken subtle but satiric aim at 
the role of  Robert Cecil, Earl of  Salisbury and James I’s chief  minister, 
in that nearly explosive affair. Dutton gives special emphasis to the 
1607 printing of  the play and particularly to the prefatory matter to 
that edition—matter which is, indeed, completely reprinted in photo-
graphic reproduction in this book. Dutton shows that Cecil was widely 
disliked, particularly by Catholics (of  whom Jonson was one), and he 
patiently builds his case that the play was probably meant to be taken 
(and certainly could have been taken) as theatrical mockery of  Cecil. 
He shows why Jonson may have had various reasons, in addition to 
religious ones, to satirize such a powerful and influential man—a man, 
indeed, who often figured as one of  Jonson’s own patrons. Indeed, 


